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Chapterr  1 

Blackk holes and neutron stars in 
binaries s 

1.11 Some Histori c Background 

Thiss thesis is partly about stellar X-ray sources which are a black-hole candidate 
noww or have been a black-hole candidate in the past. We will consistently use the 
termm black-hole candidate instead of black hole for astrophysical objects, since 
thee evidence that the black-hole candidates are really black holes is strong (see 
below),, but to date no information has been obtained which is a test of general 
relativityy in the strong-field limit . 

AA black hole is a prediction of the general relativity theory and is a region of 
space-timee where it is only possible for all "things" {including photons) to move 
closerr to the center, just as it is unavoidable to age with time. This means that 
nothingg can escape from a black hole (including light, hence the term black hole) 
andd that no communication is possible from inside this region (limited by the 
"horizon")) to outside. 

Thee first theoretical calculations of the formation of a black hole in an 
astrophysicall  context were performed by Oppenheimer and Snyder (1939). They 
studiedd the collapse of a homogeneous sphere of pressure-free fluid, using the 
generall  relativity theory, and discovered that the sphere cuts itself off from 
communicationn with the rest of die Universe. 

Salpeterr (1964) was the first to propose accretion of matter onto a compact 
massivee object {"Schwarzschild singularity") as an energy source for quasars. 

9 9 
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Hee estimated that the total energy output for this process would lie in the range 
off  5-20% of the rest-energy of the accreted matter. 

Ann early speculation about the existence of collapsed stars in binary stars was 
putt forward by Zeldovich & Guseynov (1966). They considered spectroscopic 
binariess with unseen companions, and calculated the masses for these unseen 
companionss from the velocity amplitudes. They found 7 cases were the com-
panionn could be a compact object. However, none of these is still considered a 
black-holee candidate today. 

X-rayy astronomy started with the discovery by Giacconi et al. (1962) of an 
X-rayy source in the constellation Scorpius, which was named Sco X-l . The 
firstt to connect X-ray sources and binary stars were Hayakawa and Matsuoka 
(1964),, who suggested colliding winds as the origin of the X-ray radiation. The 
identificationn of an optical counterpart of Sco X-l by Sandage et al. (1966) with 
ann 12-13m star, ledShklovskii (1967) to conclude that the optical radiation cannot 
representt the low-frequency part of the radiation from the hot plasma which is 
responsiblee for the X-rays. He argued that that Sco X-l is a binary system, in 
whichh X-rays are generated by transfer of matter from a companion star to a 
neutronn star. 

Tananbaumm (1972) discussed the evidence for the working hypothesis that 
alll  bright X-ray sources (with the exception of supernova remnants) are binary 
systems.. He divided the X-ray sources into two classes: Sco X-l like sources (this 
groupp contains, e.g., Cyg X-2, GX 17+2, GX 9+1) and pulsating sources (Cen X-3, 
Herr X-l) ; several of the latter were then known to be binaries solely on the basis 
off  their X-ray properties. Tananbaum suggested that perhaps all bright X-ray 
sourcess are binaries. 

Anotherr source which is discussed by Tananbaum (1972) is Cyg X-l . Due to 
thee relatively good error box provided by an MIT rocket flight (Rappaport et al. 
1971)) and UHURU a radio source was discovered by Braes and Miley (1971) and 
Hjellmingg and Wade (1971). The precise radio position enabled Webster and 
Murdinn (1972) and Bolton (1972) to optically identify Cyg X-l with HD 226868, 
aa 9th magnitude BO supergiant, which they found is a 5.6 day spectroscopic 
binaryy system. A conservative mass estimate for this star leads to the conclusion 
thatt the mass of the invisible companion exceeds 3 M,.,. If this companion is 
thee compact X-ray source then it could be a neutron star more massive than 
previouslyy considered, or a black hole. It is striking that the first X-ray source 
withh a mass determination for the compact object turned out to be a black-hole 
candidate,, of which even today there are relatively few. 

"Blackk holes" as a separate subject in the subject index of the Astronomy and 
Astrophysicss Abstracts first appeared in 1971/2. 
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Figuree 1.1: Early X-ray and radio data of Cyg X-l . The radio data are plotted in 
thee bottom panel. Note the transition which is visible in both the radio and X-ray 
data,, which firmly establishes the radio counterpart of Cyg X-l . Figure taken 
fromm Tananbaum (1972). 
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Figuree 1.2: Observation with the UHURU satellite of Cyg X-l on 1971 June 10. 
Dataa have been summed over 0.096 s, 0.48 s, 4.8 s, and 14.4 s intervals. Note the 
variabilityy on the shortest time scales. Typical 1 a error bars are shown. Figure 
takenn from Schreier et al. (1971). 

Ostrikerr (1977) was the first to use X-ray colour-colour diagrams to give a 
quickk description of the spectra of X-ray sources, and to distinguish between 
differentt classes of X-ray sources (and especially black-hole candidates). Using 
UHURUU (Giacconi et al. 1972) data he found that the two sources considered as 
black-holee candidates at that time (based on their short time scale variability), 
Cygg X-l andCir X-l , were distinguished by their place in an X-ray colour-colour 
diagram.. He also found that other classes of sources (like pulsars and Galactic 
Centerr sources) each occupy their own region in this colour-colour diagram. 

Inn 1979 it was noted that GX 339-4 was a black-hole candidate, because of its 
shortt time scale variability which is similar to that of Cyg X-l andCirX-1 (Samimi 
ett al. 1979). Also its properdes on longer time scale are interesting (Markert et 
al.. 1973): it shows distinct and very different intensity levels. Markert et al. call 
themm the "high", "low" and "off ' states. This "off ' state is actually a weak hard 
statee (see Motch et al. 1985). A similar distinction in different states had already 
beenn found in the long-term behaviour of Cyg X-l (Tananbaum 1972), and was 
thereforee associated with black-hole candidates. 
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Figuree 1.3: Composite colour-colour diagram taken from Ostriker (1977). B 
denotess bursters, N pulsars, C globular cluster sources, G galactic center sources, 
LL low-mass binaries, and H candidate black holes. 

Thee next sources which were considered black-hole candidates were LMC X-1 
andd LMC X-3. From the 1.7 day periodic radial-velocity variations of the optical 
counterr part of LMC X-3 Cowley et al. (1983) derived a mass function of 2.3 M .. 
Thee absence of X-ray eclipses gives a mass for the compact object of 7-14 M.; 

andd Cowley et al. conclude that therefore it was a possible black-hole candidate. 
Thiss was supported by the analysis of Paczynski (1983) in which he determines a 
minimumm mass of the compact object of 10 M. based on the absence of eclipses 
andd the assumption that the companion is not bigger than its Roche lobe. This 
iss a similar analysis as performed earlier by Paczynski (1974) for Cyg X-l . White 
andd Marshall (1984) found that LMC X-3 has a very soft X-ray spectrum, like the 
otherr black-hole candidates Cyg X-1 and GX 339-4 in their high states. A similar 
sourcee is LMC X-l , which also has a soft spectrum and 4.22 day radial-velocity 
variationss that indicate the mass of the X-ray source to be in excess of 3 M. 
(Hutchings,, Crampton & Cowley 1983). However, for this source the dynamical 
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Figuree 1.4: The colour-colour diagram of a collection of sources as presented by 
Whitee & Marshall (184). 

evidencee is less compelling (see Van Paradijs & McClintock 1995). 

Thee arguments for the existence of black holes were greatly strengthened 
withh the determination of the radial-velocity curve of the transient source A 
0620-000 by McClintock & Remillard (1986). They determined the mass function 
ass 6 M.,, and an associated lower limi t (3 o) to the mass of the compact 
objectt of 3.20 M 0I using the absence of eclipses and a mass of the companion 
off  0.25 M. . A 0620-00 is an X-ray transient which went off in the autumn of 
19755 and was the brightest X-ray source in the sky for two months (Elvis et al. 
1975).. The spectroscopy (McClintock & Remillard 1986) was done when the 
X-rayy source was undetectable, and also the optical emission (which during the 
outburstt was dominated by X-ray reprocessing) was back to its quiescent level 
(VV ~ 18.3) determined mainly by the (low-mass) companion star. The lower limit 
too the mass of the compact object is higher than the maximum mass of a stable 
neutronn star based on the stiffest equations of state that are considered realistic, 
whichh is about 2.5 M. (see, e.g., Arnet & Bowers 1977). A theoretical upper limit 
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Figuree 1.5: The observed velocity-curve of the K-star companion of A0620-00 
(takenn from McClinctock & Remillard 1986). 

too the mass for a neutron star calculated on the basis of very general principles 
(noo violation of causality: i.e. the sound speed is less than the speed of light, 
andd 4 other assumptions) is about 3 M. (Rhoades & Ruffini 1974, Chitre & Hartle 
1976). . 

GingaGinga detected two new X-ray transients, GS 1124-68 and GS 2023+338 
whichh are now considered to be black-hole candidates. The latter source will  be 
discussedd in more detail later, but for now it suffices to say that GS 2023+338 is 
thee strongest stellar-mass black-hole candidate known today. GS 1124-68 (Nova 
Muscaee 1991) was discovered with the All Sky Monitor of Ginga (Makino et al. 
1991)) and the Watch All Sky Monitor on board GRANAT (Lund & Brandt 1991). 
Thee mass-function was determined by McClintock, Bailyn & Remillard (1992) to 
bee 5 M 0. 

Moree recently, several X-ray transients have been discovered with the BATSE 
instrumentt on board of the Gamma Ray Observatory. The mass function of GRO 
J1655-400 (Nova Sco) was determined by Bailyn et al. (1995) as 4 M. . 
Itss optical spectrum has the characteristics of an F- or early-G-type companion. 
Takingg a mass for the secondary star of 0.4-1.3 M. leads to a primary mass 
betweenn 4.0 and 5.2 M 0. 

Thesee discoveries have led to attempts to find characteristics which might 
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Source e 

GROJ0422+32 2 
LMCX-3 3 
LMCX-1 1 

AA 0620-00 
GSS 1124-68 

GROJ1655-40 0 
CygX-1 1 

GSS 2000+25 
GSS 2023+338 

Type e 

LMXB B 
HMXB B 
HMXB B 
LMXB B 
LMXB B 

LMXB(?) ) 
HMXB B 
LMXB B 
LMXB B 

Masss Function 
(M-.) (M-.) 
-1.4 4 

3 3 
5 5 
6 6 

4 4 
4 4 
1 1 

5 5 
6 6 

MM x x 

(M.) (M.) 

>7 7 
>2.6(~6) ) 

>7.3 3 
>3.1 1 

4.0-5.2 2 
>77 ) 

>5.5 5 
~12 2 

Orbital l 
Period d 
5.066 h 
1.77 d 

4.222 d 
7.755 h 
10.44 h 
2.622 d 
5.66 d 
8.266 h 
6.477 d 

Tablee 1.1: A list of all black-hole candidates with a known mass function. The 
fourthh column contains an estimate for the mass using an estimate of the most 
probablee mass for the optical companion (determined from the spectrum), using 
thee absence of eclipses to give an upper limi t to the inclination, or the modelling 
off  ellipsoidal variations. The data for this table have been obtained from Tanaka 
&&  Lewin (1995), Bailyn et al. (1995) for GRO J1655-40, Orosz and Bailyn (1994) 
forr GRO J0422-32, and Charles and Casares (1995) for GS 2000+25. 

indicatee that a compact object is a black hole. Early on, X-ray variations on short 
timee scales (~0.1 s) were considered a strong argument; this led some authors 
too conclude that Cir X-l was also a strong black-hole candidate. However, later 
thiss source turned out to be a neutron star (see below). 

Anotherr characteristic was believed to be the spectrum of the X-ray source. 
Ann easy way to get an impression of an X-ray spectrum is the so-called X-ray 
colourr (the ratio of count rates in two energy bands). This was first used by 
Ostrikerr (1977) in an attempt to separate accreting black-hole candidates from 
neutronn stars. 

Thee study of X-ray spectra has been used extensively as a tool to understand 
thee accretion process in X-ray binaries. As an example, Ebisawa (1990) fitted the 
X-rayy spectra of black-hole candidates with a model consisting of two compon-
ents:: a hard power-law component, and a soft component which represents the 
radiationn from a thick accretion disk, which has a radially dependent temperat-
ure.. One of the parameters which is derived from tiiis fit is the inner radius of the 
accretionn disk; it is found that for a given source this radius is almost constant, 
evenn for large variations in the luminosity. He proposes that this inner radius 
correspondss to the innermost stable orbit around a black hole (i.e. three times 
thee Schwarzschild radius for a non-rotating black hole). The masses obtained 
fromm this inner radius are found to be equal to or larger than die lower limi t of 
thee masses obtained from optical observations of the radial velocity variations 
off  the companion. 
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Independentt of these studies, in which spectra were Fit with functions with 
specificc physical meanings, a new approach was developed in the study of X-ray 
binaries,, where the emphasis was the correlated spectral and temporal behaviour 
off  X-ray sources, and for patterns in their behaviour that might give a clue to the 
naturee of die compact star. 

Thiss simultaneous study of the variability and the spectral behaviour has 
beenn extremely rewarding in the case of low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB), which 
containn a neutron star as compact object (Hasinger & Van der Klis, 1989). In 
recentt years this approach has been extended to include also X-ray binaries with 
black-holee candidates. 

Inn this thesis I study X-ray sources which are, or have been in the past, 
consideredd black-hole candidates. In this introductory chapter I give a general 
overvieww of the subject. In section 1.2 I wil l briefly review the properties and 
characteristicss of black-hole candidates (BHCs) and summarize what is known 
aboutt their behaviour on short time scales. In section 1.3 I wil l describe this 
behaviourr in terms of the so-called source states of BHCs. In sections 1.6 and 1.7 
II  describe sources to which most of the work in this thesis has been dedicated: 
Cirr X-l , which used to be a black-hole candidate, but is now known to be a 
neutronn star, and the black-hole candidate GS 2023+338. 

1.22 Characteristics of black-hole candidates 

1.2.11 Spectral characteristics 

Onn the basis of spectral characteristics neutron stars can roughly be divided into 
twoo groups as was already recognised by Tananbaum (1972) andOstriker (1977). 
Thee first groups contains the pulsars which have a hard spectrum in the 1-10 
keVV band with a cut-off in their spectrum near 10-20 keV. The second group 
consistss of the X-ray bursters and the galactic bulge sources. They have much 
softerr spectra (kTTii ~ 5 keV). 

Theree are two spectral components which are believed to be a sign of the 
black-holee character of the accreting object, viz., a very hard high-energy power-
laww spectrum, and a very soft {"ultrasoft") component {kTbh - 1 keV). 

Whitee & Marshall (1983) proposed that an ultrasoft component in the X-ray 
spectrumm is a characteristic of accreting black holes. Later this suggestion was 
strengthenedd by the mass determinations of several sources which show an 
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ultrasoftt component (e.g., A 0620-00). Another source which had an ultrasoft 
componentt and which stood out in the colour-colour diagram of White & 
Marshalll  f 1983J was 0142+62. Later this turned out to be an "anomalous" 6 s 
pulsarr (see Mereghetti & Stella 1995, and Van Paradijs, Taam & Van den Heuvel 
19955 fora discussion of these objects). 

Thee other spectral characteristic which is often regarded as the signature of 
aa black hole is a high-energy power law tail. Black-hole candidates sometimes 
showw power law tails which are detected up to ~300 keV. However, Barret et al. 
(1991,1992)) found that at low luminosities LMXBs also have power law tails which 
extendd to ~100 keV. Perhaps there is a difference between the spectral slopes of 
thesee power-law tails and those of in the X-ray spectrum of black holes, but this 
differencee might be subtle (see e.g. Gilfanov et al. 1994). Following the result of 
Barrett et al. (1991,1992) Van Paradijs & Van der Klis (1994) concluded from the 
dataa collected in the HEAO 1 A-4 catalogue that the 10-80 keV X-ray spectra of 
accretingg neutron stars with weak magnetic fields (in LMXB) get progressively 
harderr when the source gets dimmer. They also concluded that it would be hard 
too distinguish between low-luminosity neutron stars and black-hole candidates 
basedd on colours alone. However, according to Churazov et al. (1995) the power 
laww components of the black-hole candidates are systematically harder than 
thosee of low-luminosity neutron star accretors. 

1.2.22 Fast temporal characteristics 

Thee discovery of fast variability (on time scales less than 0.1 s) in the X-ray 
intensityy of Cyg X-l (Oda et al. 1971) led to the idea that variability on a short 
timee scale K 1 s) is the signature of an accreting black hole, almost immediately 
afterr the possibility that Cyg X-1 is a black hole has been raised by Bolton (1972) 
andd Webster & Murdin (1972). It is important to note that there is no a priori 
reasonn to take fast variability as a good criterion for a black-hole candidate, since 
thee dynamical time scale of a neutron star is also very small (0.1 ms). 

Odaa et al. (1971) proposed that the X-ray intensity of Cyg X-l varies with a 
periodd of 0.073 seconds using data with a time resolution of 0.096 seconds; but 
thee reality of this period was quickly doubted. However, it was clear from these 
dataa that large intensity fluctuations with an amplitude of —25 % of the X-ray flux 
onn subsecond time scales take place. Cir X-l was believed to be a BHC based on 
itss fast temporal characteristics: the presence of millisecond bursts (Toor 1977), 
itss overall similarity to Cyg X-l (Sadeh et al. 1979), and its hard X-ray spectrum, 
butt we know now that the compact object is a neutron star as it exhibits type I 
burstss (Tennant et al., 1986). Furthermore there are some atoll sources, which at 
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loww X-ray luminosity show a fast temporal behaviour which is very reminiscent 
off  BHCs (e.g. 4U 1608-52 Yoshida et al. 1993; 4U 1705-44 Langmeier et al. 1989; 
Bergerr & Van der Klis 1995). 

Thee first evidence that fast variability is not a unique signature of a black 
holee was found by Stella et al. (1985) for the transient source V 0332+52 and by 
Fronteraa et al. (1985) for A 0535+26, although this was more or less ignored 
inn the literature (for a discussion of this subject see Van der Klis 1995). The 
sourcee V 0332+52 has fast-variability characteristics similar to that of black-hole 
candidates,, but turned out to showregular pulses with a period of 4.4 s (Stella et. 
al.. 1985). Since pulsars are very firmly believed to be neutron stars, this ruled out 
thee possible black-hole candidacy of this source. It has a Be companion, and is 
ann example of a regular Be/X-ray transient. 

Ass it turned out later, almost all pulsars show strong variability roughly similar 
too that of Cyg X-l (Stella et al. 1985; Takeshima 1992). V 0332+52 happened to 
havee a pulsed fraction that was less than in other pulsars, and the pulse signal 
wass almost lost in the stiong broad-band noise. 

Anotherr temporal characteristic which is sometimes present in black-hole 
candidatess with a dynamical mass estimate are the "slow" quasi periodic 
oscillationss (QPO). These QPO have a frequency of ~0.04 Hz, and are sometimes 
betterr described as peaked noise, since the FWHM is comparable to the central 
frequencyy of the QPO. These QPO have been discovered in the black-hole 
candidatess Cyg X-l , GRO J0422+32, LMC X-l , GX 339-4, and GRO 11719-24. 
However,, our present understanding of this type of QPO is far from complete 
andd as long as no good model has been proposed it would not seem justified to 
considerr this as a black-hole characteristic, especially since they also have been 
detectedd in the Rapid Burster (Lubin et al. 1992, 1993), which is a neutron star, 
becausee it shows type I bursts (see Lewin et al. 1993). 

QPOO with a frequency in the 2-10 Hz range, with harmonics (or sub-
harmonics)) have so far only been seen in black-hole candidates; these (sub-) 
harmonicss are not present in the power spectrum of Cir X-l when it shows - 6 
Hzz QPO, although the overall shape of its power spectrum is similar to that of 
black-holee candidates in the very high state (see below). So the presence of 
harmonicss may be related to the black-hole character of the accreting compact 
object.. Harmonics have also not been seen for the 6 Hz QPO of Z sources in their 
normal-branchh state (Hasinger & Van der Klis 1989). Perhaps the neutron star 
magneticc field suppresses the "modes" of the accretion flow corresponding to 
thesee harmonics. 

Thesee observations have lead to the conclusion that the relation between the 
fastt variability properties of the X-ray source and the black-hole character of 
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thee accreting object are subtle, and should be studied in more detail to allow 
conclusionss based on timing data only. It is not too surprising that there are no 
largee differences between the X-ray intensity variations in the emission coming 
fromm neutron stars and black holes, since a neutron star has a radius which is 
onlyy about three times as large as the Schwarzschild radius of a black hole of the 
samee mass. 

1.33 The intensity states of black-hole candidates 

Mostt known BHCs are X-ray transients. Although the definition of what to call a 
variablee X-ray source and what a transient is different among different authors, 
Vann Paradijs (1995) lists all (16) LMXB black-hole candidates as a transient, while 
nonee of the three HMXB black-hole candidates are transients. This suggest 
thatt stable mass transfer to black-hole candidates is only possible when the 
companionn is the more massive object. 

Ass the sources go tnrough an outburst their intensity (normally) changes by 
aa large factor (102-103) and the fast temporal behaviour is often found to be 
correlatedd with the X-ray intensity. This led to a distinction of source states: a 
"loww state", a "high state", and a "very high state". The idea behind this is that 
thee instantaneous mass accretion rate M governs the source behaviour. 

Wee wil l describe the different states in more detail here, and try to summarize 
thee main observations which have been done on different sources. 

Muchh work has been done during the last several years on the fast temporal 
behaviourr of BHCs, especially based on Ginga data (e.g., Miyamoto et al., 1991, 
1992,1993).. Miyamoto et al. (1991) have compared the behaviour of CygX-1, GX 
339-44 and GS 2023+338 in their "low-intensity state" (see below), and find that 
alll  three source have similar characteristics with respect to their power spectra 
andd phase delays. 

1.3.11 The low state 

Inn this state the BHC power spectra show a strong band limited noise component 
withh a flat top below 0.03-0.3 Hz. The total power contained in this component 
iss high (corresponding to a fractional rms variation of up to 50%), i.e., much 
higherr than the power in the high and very high states. 
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Figuree 1.6: Power spectra from Ginga data of the black-hole candidates Cyg X-1 
("loww state": LS), and GS 1124-68 ("high" and "very high" state: HS and VHS). 
Thee spectrum obtained in the high state was divided by a factor 10. Figure taken 
fromm Van der Klis (1994c). 

Forr two sources (Cyg X-l and GX 339-4) the cut-off frequency of the flat 
topp in the power spectrum has been observed to change, while the part of 
thee spectrum above this frequency remains unchanged (Belloni & Hasinger 
1991;; Miyamoto et al. 1992). In addition to the flat-topped noise, the power 
spectrumm sometimes shows a peak with a frequency near the cut-off frequency, 
whichh is mostly detected at high photon energies (e,g, Cyg X-l ; Vikhlini n et 
al.. 1994, Kouveleliotou et al. 1992a, Angelini et al. 1992). Occasionally, QPO 
withh a frequency (~0.04 Hz) similar to that of the cut-off frequency of the noise 
componentt have been observed in Cyg X-l (Grebenevet al. 1991; Ebisawa et al. 
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Figuree 1.7: Power spectra from GRANAT data (hard X-rays) of two "hard-tail" 
sources.. Note the presence of peaks in the power spectrum near ~0.1 Hz. Figure 
takenn from Gilfanov et al. (1994). 

1989),, GX 339-4 (Motch et al. 1983), GRO J0422+32 (Kouveliotou et al. 1992b, 
Vikhlini nn et al. 1992), and GRO J1719-244 (Van der Hooft et al. 1995). Whether 
thesee QPO and the peak near the cut-off frequency are the same phenomena is 
unclear. . 

1.3.22 The high state 

Inn this state the power spectra can be well described by a weak power law with 
ann index of ~1 -1.5. The total power is small (rms variation less than ~10%). The 
highh state has been observed in GS 1124-68 and GX 339-4 (Miyamoto et al. 1992, 
Kitamotoo et al. 1993). In this state the main component in the spectrum is an 
"ultrasoft""  (kT ~ 1 keV) component. Sometimes the hard power-law component 
iss visible at high energies. The weak noise component seems to be a property of 
thee soft component. 
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1.3.33 The very-high state 

Thee most complex power spectra observed in black-hole candidates have been 
foundd in this state. BHCs in the very-high state show QPO with a frequency in the 
rangee of 2-10 Hz, and also some harmonics (or "subharmonics"). Furthermore, 
inn this state the sources show a very strong band limited noise component with 
cutt off frequencies in the range from 1 to 10 Hz, and a power law index of ~ 1. The 
cut-offf  frequency appears to depend strongly on the energy band (BelJoni et al. 
1996).. In this state rapid (less than a second) changes in the shape and strength 
off  the noise components can take place. 

Itt has to be noted here that although "low" , "high" and "very-high" refer to 
thee flux it is not entirely clear that these states have a one-to-one correspondence 
too the mass-accretion rate, although the observed state transitions in GS 1124-68 
suggestt that this is the case: this source sequentially went through the very high, 
highh and low states as its count rate decreased during the outbursts (Miyamoto 
ett al. 1992). A further complication is that the flux also depends on the used 
energyy band; the total energy output may occur predominanUy at high photon 
energiess (~100 keV), so that the total flux can be higher in the "low" state than 
inn the "high" state. This has been observed in, e.g., GX 339-4 (Grebenev et al. 
1993). . 

Althoughh in GS1124-68 the temporal characteristics seems to be related 
too the luminosity (or probably better: to the mass accretion rate), the source 
GSS 2023+338 was observed to become very bright (and probably reached the 
Eddingtonn limi t for a ~ 10M. black hole Tanaka 1989), while its temporal 
characteristicss could be described as very similar to the low state. 

1.44 Theoretical models 

Thee power spectra of e.g. Cyg X-l have traditionally been described in terms of 
shot-noisee models (Terrel 1972). The "pure" shot noise model has later been 
extendedd by Sutherland et al. (1978) to include a constant intensity level. This 
modell  is used in most later work. In this model the light curve is composed 
off  shots whose characteristics (such as duration, time to next shot, and their 
correlation)) are reflected in the properties of the corresponding power spectra; 
Broad-bandd noise components can usually be fitted adequately by these shot-
noisee models. 

Mineshigee et al. (1994) proposed that accretion disks are so-called self-
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organizedd systems. In this model injection of matter in the accretion disk causes 
aa (unspecified) instability to occur, which causes an avalanche. Such systems 
cann be shown to produce power spectra with an index of -1.8. Commenting 
onn this model, Abramowicz & Bao (1994) argued that if one includes the effects 
off  inclination (Doppler shifts) one obtains power spectra with an index of -1.5, 
whichh describes the high-state noise quite well. 

Forr the QPO phenomena observed in black-hole candidates, viz. the "slow" 
0.044 Hz QPO and the 2-10 Hz QPO separate models exist. The "slow" QPO 
havee been described in a model by Chen & Taam (1994) as thermal-viscous 
instabilitiess in the inner regions of the accretion disks. A similar model for the 
generall  QPO phenomenon was already proposed by Abramowicz, Szuszkiewicz 
&&  Wallinder (1989), who argued that thermal and viscous instabilities could be 
importantt for QPOs with frequencies of—1 Hz for LMXBsand -0.1 HzforBHCs. 

Thee 6-20 Hz QPO in LMXB (and by association the 2-10 Hz QPO in BHCs) 
havee been described as global modes in the thick accretion disk around the 
compactt object. Alpar et al. (1992) propose a model in which the QPO peak 
representss a band of rotation frequencies in the disk; due to the high luminosities 
(andd thus radiation forces in the radial direction) the dynamical time scales in 
thee disk wil l be slowed down to —6 Hz. This model has some similarity to that 
off  Former, Miller & Lamb (1989) for the 6-20 Hz QPO in Z-sources. Also in this 
modell  the radiation pressure plays a dominant role, because feedback between 
thee production of radiation near the neutron star and the supply of matter, 
causess cyclic variations about the mean flow. 

1.55 The magnetic field - mass accretion rate classi-
fication n 

Vann der Klis (1994a) proposed a unified framework for the description of the fast-
variabilityy behaviour of neutron stars and BHCs in terms of two parameters: the 
masss accretion rate and the strength of the magnetic field of the accreting object. 
Thee magnetic field in Z sources is higher than that of atoll sources, while the 
magneticc field around BHCs is expected to be close to zero (astrophysical black 
holess are expected to be uncharged and therefore have a zero magnetic field; 
thee plasma around the black hole may carry a weak magnetic field). The highest 
magneticc fields are present in pulsars. The core of this scheme was originally 
proposedd for Z- and atoll-sources where the Z-sources have a (moderately) high 
magneticc field {— 10y G) and high accretion rates (near 1018 g/s), and atoll sources 
aa low magnetic field {< 108 G) and a low mass-accretion rate (< 10175 g/s). This 
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schemee has been extended to both higher (pulsars) and lower (BHCs) magnetic 
fields.. According to this scheme one would expect that similar behaviour is 
shownn by sources of a different class at the same magnetic fields or accretion 
rates.. A prediction of this scheme is that at low accretion rates in Z-sources 
thee presence of the magnetic field shows up and thus pulsations are expected. 
However,, no Z source today has been observed at the required low accretion 
rates. . 

Inn this scheme Cir X-l , an odd-ball among the bright X-ray sources, plays a 
cruciall  role. As wil l be discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis, at high intensities 
thiss source shows fast temporal behaviour very reminiscent of BHCs, whereas at 
mediumm high intensities its properties {both the power spectra and the CCDs) 
aree indistinguishable from those of an atoll source in the banana state. The 
obviouss interpretation is that Cir X-1 contains a neutron star with a low magnetic 
field,, but reaches high mass accretion rates. 

1.66 Cir  X-1: the link between black holes and neutron 
stars s 

Cirr X-l was discovered in 1971 by Margon et al. {1971), and was for more than 
200 years one of the most enigmatic X-ray sources. Even whether the source 
belongss to the class of LMXBs or HMXBs has been disputed for many years. The 
confusionn arose from the incorrect identification of a blue (OB super giant) star 
ass the optical counterpart by Whelan et al. (1977). This association has been 
arguedd against by Nicolson, Feast & Glass (1980) based on the too high (for an 
OBB supergiant) variability of the optical counterpart, the too low blue flux (Argue 
&&  Sullivan 1982) and the rise time of the X-ray flux which is too short for an 
HMXBB model (Robinson-Saba 1983a,b). Moneti (1992) used good-seeing images 
too resolve Whelan's candidate star into three different components, and showed 
thatt the optical counterpart is a faint red star, the southernmost component of 
thiss composite object. This suggest that Cir X-l does not have an early-type star 
ass a companion (see also Moneti 1992). 

Monetii  (1992) finds a V-magnitude of ~21.4. The distance of 11.4 kpc (Stewart 
etal.. 1991) corresponds to a distance modulus of 15.3. With an interstellar column 
densityy NH=  10217 c n r2 towards Cir X-l (Ikegama 1986) and Gorensteins (1975) 
relationn between Av and NH this leads to an absolute V-magnitude of 3.8. Even 
aa value for the NH of 1022 J (which is above the values allowed from X-ray 
observations)) would give an absolute magnitude of 0.4. An early-type evolved 
companion,, such as in Vela X-l and other HMXB, would have an absolute 
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magnitudee in the range of -5 to - 6 (also Be stars are brighter than magnitude 
0.4).. Together with the observation of type I bursts {Tennant, Fabian & Shafer, 
1986a,b)) the case that Cir X-l is an LMXB appears convincing. 

Historically,, Cir X-l has been a strong black-hole candidate, because of the 
presencee of strong variability similar to that observed in Cyg X-l (Sadeh et al. 
1979).. Furthermore, the spectral behaviour of Cir X-l is very complex, and 
sometimess Cir X-l shows a strong soft component in its spectra (e.g. Ostriker 
1977).. However, with the detection of type bursts from Cir X-l (Tennant et al. 
1986a,b)) it was clear that the compact object is a neutron star. Its history as 
aa black-hole candidate and its otherwise complex behaviour prompted us to 
studyy all EXOSAT data of Cir X-l , especially in the light of its possible special 
combinationn of low magnetic field strength and high mass-accretion rate (see 
Vann der Klis, 1991?). The results of this analysis are presented in chapter 5. 

1.77 GS 2023+338 

Thee transient GS 2023+338 was discovered on May 21, 1989 with the All Sky 
Monitorr on-board Ginga at a level of ~0.1 Crab (1-6 keV). Within a day the flux 
increasedd from -0.1 Crab to 4 Crab (1-6 keV). The highest flux was observed on 
Mayy 30, when the source reached ~ 21 Crab (1-40 keV). For assumed isotropic 
emissionn this corresponds (at the distance of 2.5 kpc (e.g., Casares et al. 1991, 
seee also Tanaka & Lewin 1995) to an X-ray luminosity of ~1039 erg/s. Tanaka 
(1989)) suggested that the Eddington limi t was reached based on the observed 
saturationn of the flux near the peak of the outburst. 

Thee behaviour of GS 2023+338 during the early phases of its outburst is 
unique.. Very large intensity variations took place on time scales from less than 
aa second to a day. After ~ 30 days the variations became less, and a gradual 
declinee set in (similar to those observed in other transients). The spectrum of 
GSS 2023+338 was very hard; it was detected up to ~300 keV (Arefev et al. 1989; 
Sunyaevv et al. 1991). 

Thee optical counterpart of GS 2023+338 is the known variable star V404 Cyg 
(Marsdenn 1989; Wagner et al. 1989), which had undergone optical outbursts in 
19388 (Wachman 1948), 1956 and possibly 1979 (Richter 1989), and was believed 
too be a classical nova. From optical spectroscopy in quiescence Casares et al. 
(1992)) determined a mass function of 1 M. . This was later refined 
byy Casares & Charles (1994) to 6 M. , which makes it the strongest 
stellar-masss black-hole candidate. For more details on GS 2023+338 we refer to 
thee review of black-hole binaries by Tanaka & Lewin (1995). 
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Inn Chapter 7 we study the fast variability of GS 2023+338 and compare this 
too the behaviour of other black-hole candidates. One strange feature of GS 
2023+3388 is that although it presumably reached very high luminosities [Tanaka 
(1991)) concluded from the saturation of the light curve that the Eddington limit 
iss reached], its fast variability is similar to that of other sources in the low state 
(Miyamotoo et al. 1991). For this study we looked at all Ginga data, which will be 
presentedd in chapter 7 
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